Graduate School Admissions
Complete Student Folder Contents

1. Graduate School Admission Coding Sheet/Checklist
2. Part I (signed by the Program Director at the bottom)
3. Part II
4. Three or four Letters of Recommendation
5. One *official* transcript from each college or university attended. If your program wants an original for your files, you will need to have two official copies of each transcript. *(Keep envelopes from transcripts)*
6. GPA calculation sheets for each transcript
7. Letter of acceptance from the program to the student. The letter must list the status of the student (regular or provisional), the admission term, and that their acceptance is conditional pending Graduate School approval.
8. GRE or MCAT scores
9. AMC Residency form approved as Res or NonRes by the Registrar’s Office

Additional items if International:

1. TOEFL scores
2. Financial support affidavit
3. Foreign transcript evaluation by credential service

Additional items if Provisional:

1. Provisional Acceptance form (with proper signature)